
 
 
 

About Prize-awarded company 

The company supplies leading-edge bending machine with and without robot, 3D scanner, DDV 
hydraulic servo pump  and various industrial machines and equipments that are supported by original
4 “core “technologies including 「Synchronous Numerical control」 「Power control」 「3D profiler」
and 「Mechatronic design power」 
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・Prize description 

 

The prize-awarded 「DDV Hydraulic Servo pump」 is a new N/C hydraulic power source with high-tech integration of  

AC ｓｅｒｖｏ-motor and reciprocating hydraulic pump. Large-sized machines with conventional type of hydraulic cylinder 

and motor have been equipped with complicated hydraulic distribution channels where delicate  

numerical control must be facilitated to activate throttle servo valves and frequent  

ON/OFF  type electro-magnetic valves.  This control system can be said to cause  

four intrinsic weak points as followings 

 

① Primary pressure of throttle type valve is reduced to half at its discharging port. 

The half of the input electric power turns to useless consumption of heating, noise  

and vibration causinig ill-affect to numerical control accuracy. 

② Large-sized hydraulic tank is a must to avoid temperature rise and/or quality  

degradation of the hydraulic media. 

③ A large-sized water tank is also needed to ensure the above item ②． 

④ For controlling speed, direction and thrust force of the cylinder, the  

distribution system needs the complicated channels with many joint sections.  

As repeated temperature change of the media will cause frequent expansion  

and shrinkage of the channeling materials, oil leakage becomes very possible  

at these sections in its longer service. 

 

 

The 「DDV」Hydraulic servo by Opton is the system with remarkably minimized oil  

leakage thanks to directly-jointed bi-directional draw-up type piston and servo motor.  

The cylinder motion control are all made by the servo motor, or the speed by motor  

rotation speed, direction by reversing turn of rotation and thrust force by motor torque.The total system goes stopped  

when no cylinder activation required, thus for complete solution of all four weak points as above plus remarkable reduction  

of the energy consumption to 1/3 of the conventional type. More advantages will follows as below 

 

① Human-friendly working condition with reduced noise to 1/10 of the conventional type 

② Stopping accuracy enhanced to the stable order of 1/100mm or smaller thanks to numerically controlled AC servo motor. 

③ Free from oil-leakage with the most simplified hydraulic channeling.. 

 

Comparison of load-power for ECO-80 Pipe Bender 
Conventional hydraulic system (100)
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・Product popularity in the market 

○Until Now 

  With 18 years since the product been launched in the market, the sales accumulation has reached to 1000 over 

for various industries including, other than Opton products in “Pipe Bender” and “Hydroformer” series, 

powder-press forming, injection molding machine, calking machine, press die cushion,  pipe expander/shrinkage 

machine and many other N/C integrated hydraulic devices. Minimized level of noise generation and running cost 

are also well reputed by these users with reported case of “less-than-3-years depreciation” of the investment 

cost. 

 ○From Now 

 As additional to the current main type A High-precision series, new series are to be lined up shortly with 

the type B Compound Series and the type C Consolidated Cylinder Series in order to meet market application demands 

for high-accurate full-axis motion, ON/OF axial dynamic/static application, compacted application with smaller 

cylinder, etc. 

DDV Pack is another new line designed with DDV + N/C device in a compact storage, aiming for remodeling 

application for higher accuracy performance for the hydraulic system on current service. 


